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Wow, i can’t believe it’s been two 
years already! it has certainly been a 
whirlwind journey but first i remain ever 

thankful to God and the loyal Quilox clientele.

this is the second edition of the Q365 magazine 
and it is a big deal to us in a market where the 
lifespan of nightlife establishments is very short. 
Quilox broke boundaries two years ago as the 
first world class purpose built nightclub in West 
Africa, i am glad that after two years not only 
have we raised the bar for night clubs in Africa, 
we have revolutionised nightlife entertainment in 
Nigeria and are still undisputedly number 1 in the 
game. Quilox is not just a nightclub it’s a luxury 
lifestyle brand set up to provide unforgettable 
premium experience to our select clientele 
through the delivery of exceptional service.

THE 
KING’S
SPEECH 
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this year we had our first luxury lifestyle event – 
Quilox Ultra Pool Party #QUPP  and once again 
we have changed the face of day parties 

in Nigeria by creating a Vegas themed pool party 
on the last sunday of every month. the event has 
received rave reviews after just three editions 
and the december edition promises to be 
the best one yet.

Also   this  year, Quilox achieved another 
international milestone becoming the 
first exclusive Nigerian partner of the 
Global Party – the world’s largest luxury 
international ViP event. this unique 
event unites the luxury industry with 
thousands of ViP guests in support 
of the Global Charity trust and its 
hundreds of worldwide benefiting 
causes. 

in May this year we had a lavish 3 day celebration for 
my birthday, it was simply out of this world, it was also 
an opportunity to give back to society.

this year we also had a show stopping re-opening 
event – Quilox season 3  after our traditional 
yearly break. Quilox  once again set the pace 
with jaw dropping renovations, highlights include 
the introduction of the Centre of Attraction, the 
champagne bar on our ground floor, the GH Mumm 
room and of course the Quilox restaurant and terrace 
bar.

it has been a challenging year for business in 
Nigeria with tight liquidity, rising input costs and 
a depreciating Naira but through it all the Quilox 
customer has remained loyal, we are truly humbled 
by the unrelenting love and support.

We appreciate the opportunity to consistently provide 
you the luxury lifestyle experience and we promise 
to never compromise our standards, we will not rest 
on our oars, we have so many things in the pipeline 
which we will reveal in due course.

i hope you enjoy reading Q365 as much as we 
enjoyed putting it together.

Yours truly

Shina Peller
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The Global 

ParTy
The September Edition of the Global Party took place on Saturday 

September 12th 2015 simultaneously in over 200 cities throughout 
the world 

From Monte Carlo to Mongolia, Portugal to Peru, Switzerland to Sri Lanka, 
Italy to India, the USA to the UAE, England to Estonia, Jamaica to Japan, 
Croatia to China, South Africa to Spain and Brazil to the Bahamas - people 
will be coming together to have a good time in some of the world’s finest 
nightclubs and to support The Global Charity Trust. 

The Global Party is the world’s largest premier party on the 
planet and is growing yearly. Since the official launching 
in 2011 at The Natural History Museum, The Global Party 
to date has spanned 311 cities with over 900 parties 
from The Savoy and The Orient Express in London, Club 
Quilox in Lagos, Nigeria, Marbella Club in Spain, and The 
Cavalli Club in Dubai through to the Taj Mahal Hotel in 
Mumbai. This unique event unites the luxury industry with 
thousands of VIP guests in support of The Global Charity 
Trust.

The Global Party directly collaborates with the world’s 
leading 5*star hotels, restaurants as well as premier bars 
and nightclubs, on a selected date within March, June, 
September and December each year. The organizer’s 
mission is for The Global Party to occur for many years 
to come and to transcend over 360 cities worldwide, 
reaffirming its name as the largest premier party on the 
planet.
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The Global Charity Trust’s philanthropic mission is to support hundreds of worldwide 
charitable causes with both financial aid and increased global awareness, focusing on 
health, education, the environment, the arts, the elderly, animal welfare and children’s 

wellbeing.

The Global Charity Trust through The Global Party support has to date raised over £2,000,000 NET. Funds are set to increase 
over the coming years with our partners continued support.

The Global Charity Trust is a Trust established under the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF, registered charity number 268369).

“Club Quilox is delighted to stand shoulder to shoulder with 
the finest clubs and venues in the world as a supporter of The 

Global Party”  Oki / Adeleke (Lekelee)
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From the 

General 
ManaGer

Oki Adeleke (a.k.a Lekelee) is 
the General Manager of Quilox. 
He is in charge of information 

technology, client membership, human 
resources, procurement, logistics and 
administration among others. Lekelee 
creates an enabling work ambiance in 
order to ensure that strategic priorities 
are met and the company’s services are 
efficiently and effectively deployed.

Prior to Quilox, he was the operation 
manager of Aquila Oil & Gas limited 
and was responsible for the day-to-day 
management of the firm and development 
of client relationships. 

Mr Oki, who holds a B.sc. in economics 
degree from Olabisi Onabanjo University, 
Ago-iwoye, is also an associate member 
of National institute of Marketing Of Nigeria 
(NiMN).

   OKI ADELEKE M
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What is the attraction of top celebrities to Quilox?
it’s a combination of personal relationships, along with a strong promotional team and constant networking which allows us 
to be able to attract all types of people to keep returning to the club.

Both local and international celebrities had attended some of your events, who is your biggest catch? 
Yes, we had a lot of celebrities in attendance and i tried to treat everyone equally and make them feel comfortable. i would 
say it was cool to have AKON and that is because i love listening to his songs.

What has been your biggest challenge?
sometimes we get several celebrities here at once and it’s hard to accommodate them all at the same time. that’s why we 
often tell our customers to make reservations ahead, this make our job easier.

What do you like most about managing a place like Quilox?
the joy of making my boss’s ideas and visions a reality. this is a beautiful club, which deserves to be filled with beautiful 
people.

What do you describe as a successful event?
When you dance like no one is watching. When you don’t 
care who’s next to you because you are having so much fun 
courtesy of dJ Consequence or dJ Hazzan ,then everything 
about what the club has to offer will forever be a memory.

How is it managing a club, is it a dream come true? 
it’s the best job i’ve ever had. the only thing i was good at in 
university besides reading my books was going out, meeting 
people and having fun. My education, although i graduated 
with good grades from a good school (OOU), was always 
secondary to fun

do you see yourself continuing in the club business, or do 
you have other plans? 
i’m gonna stick with this for a while. it’s not something i could 
do my entire life, but being an entrepreneur, moving into the 
restaurant or event marketing industries would be fun. 

Your business involves constantly being on top of current 
trends and creating new ones and resonate with the 
mainstream demographic, how do you do it?
it’s a constant battle to stay relevant and if we don’t in our 

business, we won’t grow. i think the only way to answer that 
is by culture and the discipline of coming in every day to 
work. And always be with the mentality of a hustler but not 
behaving like a hustler. that is one has to be hungry to see 
what’s going on, watching everything that’s happening. in 
the past, we just had a great network of people that were 
feeding us this information, now you could be on twitter or 
somewhere else to get a dramatic amount of information 
quickly; so it’s constantly striving for that information and 
then processing it and then seeing how you could utilize it 
in our business. so, i think the way we’re doing it is just by 
being so hungry and not letting our guard down. i think if we 
came in there and only punched in once a week to really see 
what’s going down the street or in our industry, we would’ve 
been dead a long time ago. i think that us punching in every 
day and the mentality is what keeps us relevant.”

How would you like to be remembered?
Wow, that’s complicated. i hope i was well-liked. i guess i 
want to be remembered as someone who set his ground, 
someone who never broke his word. somebody that had 
good ethics and integrity.

IN THIS INTERVIEW WITH QUILOX365, LEKELEE SHARED HIS EXPERIENCE WITH THE TEAM. EXCERPTS:
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Quilox Ultra 
Pool Party 

    the new experience

Q
uilox, the number one nightlife and 

entertainment brand in Nigeria, has recorded 

another feat as it made another first in the 

entertainment industry. it has introduced an alternate 

experience to night clubbing called the Quilox Ultra 

Pool Party #QUPP.  Welcome to fun in the sun at Quilox 

Ultra Pool Parties held every last sunday of the month, 

an experience that brings splendor.
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s
ip on mixed cocktails by the pool with Africa’s 

hottest guys and gals while superstar dJs spin the 

best of music. it features spacious ViP cabanas 

and daybeds, padded lounge chairs, live entertainment, 

bottle service and more. the vibes of a pool party are 

quite different from nightclub parties and Quilox delivers 

the best of both worlds.

Q
UPP has been the talk of the city. From the 

beautifully laid Laurent Perrier Cabanas to the 

sexy #QUPP branded beds. there have been 

performances by Aquila records Base one and Que Peller 

alongside Lil Kesh, Adekunle Gold, Ycee, Ketchup, tekno, 

Bred and smash from the group Bracket to mention a few. 

the Vegas style semi-private exclusive day party is always 

attended by the crème de la crème of the society.
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T
he Monthly event holds every last Sunday of the month at Tickle Bay, Lekki, Lagos. Every month, is filled with 

opportunities to network with likeminded individuals, contest/competitions with prizes to be won, dancing, 

beautiful international promotional models, a lavish spread of appetizers, ice sculptures, Games, gift bags, and 

much more! The event was supported by Remy Martin and Laurent Perrier.
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Quilox 
season3
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luxury Wednesday with 

b izzle
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Quilox 
Signature 
cocktail
Adios Motherfucker #1 recipe
1 oz vodka
1 oz gin
1 oz white rum
1 oz Blue Curacao liqueur
6 oz sweet and sour mix
6 oz 7-Up® soda

Add vodka, gin, white rum and blue curacao to an ice-filled hurricane glass. Fill the glass with 
equal parts sour mix and 7-Up, garnish with a cherry, and serve.
9% (18 proof)
serve in: Hurricane Glass

Adios Motherfucker #2 recipe
1/2 oz vodka
1/2 oz rum
1/2 oz tequila
1/2 oz gin
1/2 oz Blue Curacao liqueur
2 oz sweet and sour mix
2 oz 7-Up® soda

Pour all ingredients except the 7-Up into a chilled glass filled with ice cubes. top with 7-Up and 
stir gently.

Adios Motherfucker #3 recipe
1 oz gin
1 oz light rum
4/5 oz tequila
1 oz vodka
1 1/2 oz Blue Curacao liqueur
2 oz sweet and sour mix
1 oz sprite® soda

shake alcohol, then add sprite on top. serve on the rocks.
23% (46 proof)
serve in: Highball Glass
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DJ
conSeQuence
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a peek inSide WeSt africa’S 
moSt coveted nightclub,

Quilox
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I
f you live in Lagos or have been to Victoria Island or Lekki, there are chances that you must have 

heard of the legendary nightclub. If you discuss with anyone that is familiar with Victoria Island, the 

name Quilox is almost synonymous with nightlife in Lagos. Before going to Quilox, there were a few 

things that I came to understand about nightclubs in Lagos and Nigeria. First, I observed that all clubs 

usually starts Friday evening and ends early Monday morning. Second, there is no queue or crowded 

floor. Also, most of the clubs feature sea of ladies or bunch of dudes around among others. But a visit 

to Quilox changed my perception about nightclub. Unlike other clubs, I was amazed when I realised 

that the nightclub runs a 24/7 service to its increasing patrons. Like an international brand, the club 

features a healthy mix of male and female patrons. They don’t stand on opposite sides of the room like 

spectators but get up close as they dig it on the dance floor. Unlike other conventional clubs, 

Q
uilox has cap a niche for itself, standing tall among competitors. Its two resident DJs is one 

of its unique selling point as there is never a dull moment in the multi-billion naira worth club. 

A friend use to say that the true test of how cool a club is, can’t be graded until the newness 

wears off and I agree with him. But that of quilox never fades, even as it clocks two years this month. 

Rather than witnessing lull in its activities due to the poor state of the economy, Quilox has proved its 

mettle as its waxes stronger on a daily basis while others have shut down their operations. The music, 

décor, drinks and atmosphere are compared to none. Overall, I can say that Quilox is one of, if not the 

best clubs I’ve ever been to. It is totally worth it to go if you can, even if just for the experience of standing 

in the queue. The music and sound system are a marvel, even if you don’t typically enjoy electronic 

music. The most impressive part is the brutal, massive, endless space. It really is a place to wander, and 

with the music and the people, you can keep yourself well entertained for hours. That everyone has 

heard of Quilox reveals that it is in no way underground anymore; it has hosted top celebrities, captain 

of industries across sectors. Some of them are 2Baba, KWAM 1 and Sound Sultan among others.
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Shina Peller‘s
all white party
supported by Ciroc
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2015
at a glance



CiroC/eXoTiC
niGhT WiTh
inTernaTional
SUPerMoDel
MeTiSha

1
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Friday, Feburary 28th
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blaCK PoDiUM
WiTh Johnnie 

WalKer
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Saturday, March 7th
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JaCK &
The beaT
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Sunday, April 19th
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KWaM 1
liVe aT QUiloX
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Sunday, May 17th
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SaVe
The DaTe
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Friday, June 12th
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Celebrating
D’banj in 

style
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Saturday, June 13th
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ChiVaS TaSTe 
oF lUXUry 
WiTh oliSa 
aDibUa

Saturday, October 17th
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air
CiroC
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Saturday, October 24th
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‘haUnTeD hoUSe’
halloWeen
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Saturday, October 31st
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olaMiDe’S MVP 
ViDeo PreMier
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Wednesday, November 11th
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TGiF FeaTUrinG 
DJ XClUSiVe
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Friday, November 20th
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Gh MUMM
abU Dhabi F1

KiCK oFF ParTy
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Saturday, November 21st
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QUiloX
Play For liFe
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Thursday, December 17th
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Remy Martin in 
the Club with
[all-star Grand Finale 
featuring Davido & Wizkid]
performing together on 
stage.

Thursday, December 3rd
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DJ
hazan
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RACHEL DAVID a waitress, is the Female Staff of The 
Year

Hospitality is a thing I have cherished so much 
before I started working in Quilox. Making people 
comfortable is one thing that gives me joy, working 
in Quilox is an opportunity to do what I love doing. 
For me I am easily motivated because I love the job, 
the environment is conducive and the management 
is also a good one.
 
Outside work I don’t really do much, I’m an introvert, 
which implies I either read books or watch TV, I don’t 
go out much.

I am glad customers are happy about my service, I 
am not going to give them less. My big appreciation 
goes to the entire Quilox team; my supervisors and 
my mentor Mr. SHINA PELLER.

GABRIEL OMOKHODION, an outstanding supervisor 

is Quilox Male Staff of The Year

What motivates me and keeps me going is the 

satisfaction most of our customers express after 

attending to them. 

Quilox is a first class night club, and we have high net 

worth individuals coming here, although managing 

their expectations is not an easy task, but the ability 

to service them and make them happy keeps me 

motivated. 

My life outside work, is a very interesting one, I am a 

student and father of two, I spend most of my time 

with my children and the rest on my education.

STaFF oF The year

raChel
DAVID

Gabriel 
OMOKHODION
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Born to the royal Oyo family in Nigeria on July 7th, Adetona Adeyemi also known, as Tilla is one 
of the very most accomplished artistes in the Nigerian industry. With quite a number of good 
songs to his credit, the talent and skill he possesses cannot be overemphasized. 

Starting off in Nigeria before moving to Europe where he championed the course of putting Nigerian 
music on the global map, serving as a cultural exchange between Nigeria and the diaspora in 
general. Tilla founded UK music crew 166 family which rocked stages and sold out shows all over 
Europe, performing with names like Montell Jordan, 50cent’s G Unit, Taio Cruz, YMCMB’s Jay Sean 
and many others.
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His monster hit single Koma Roll featured top rapper Vector and sat on 
top of numerous charts in various radio stations across the nation 
and beyond, a party banger and a widely acclaimed success. The 

remix to the song was even bigger, featuring some of Africa’s topmost 
acts; Burna Boy, Trigga Madtonic (international star from the Carribean 
Islands), Iyanya, Phyno and Ice Prince. 

Following all of these, Prince Tilla hasn’t relented in his quest to 
conquer the world through his positive musical movement 
and his single/video “Ori Owo” is a clear proof. The song 
and its remix featuring Davido, has since become an 
anthem for Yorubas in general and even people from 
other tribes in Nigeria and around the world. 

With his music and his constant “man of the people” 
stance through all his works and several other 
charity activities, Tilla has garnered recognition 
in various forms resulting in numerous awards 
and other nominations (Best Artiste In The 
Diaspora – NMVA, Best Use Of Costume - 
NMVA, Best Comeback Artiste – Prodigie 
Awards, etc) to the conferment of “Oyo State 
Youth Musical Ambassador” role/title on him 
by his Excellency the Executive Governor of 
Oyo State, Senator Abiola Ajimobi.

COLLABOS:
Koma Roll Remix with Burna Boy, Iyanya, Phyno, Ice Prince & Trigga   |    Ori Owo Remix with Davido
Ogidiga with SDC   |    No Time with DJ Exclusive   |    Jembe with Yung Kurtz & Dola Billz
Pu’yanya with Dola Billz   |    I’m Fly with Aspanda   |    Omo Ele with Lexzy Doo
Sweet Sickness with M.I   |    Happy Love with Sheyi Shay

MUSIC:
Trying in 2010   |    Fori Fori in 2010   |    Jeun Lo in 2010   |    Baba Daddi Won in 2011 
Koma Roll in 2013  |     Rumba Style in 2014   |    Miss Africa in 2014   |    Tear Rubber in 2014
Caro in 2014  |     Mawobe in 2014   |    Badman in 2015   |    Hey Mama in 2015

SPECIAL EVENTS AND PUBLIC APPEARANCES

This very impressive Afro-pop artiste who enjoys playing video games is as inspired as ever as he recognizes 
that being a role model to younger people in the society is as important a responsibility as that of the family and 
government to young people. He therefore is determined to do more to positively affect people through his music 
and his goal to universally unite cultures and people of the world as a Nigerian Musical Ambassador in the Diaspora.
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Base One originally known as 
Shotunde Isaac Ayomipo was born 
on the 24th of March. A graduate of 

Banking and Finance from the Lagos State 
University, Base One says he has certainly 
found family in Aquila records. Base One 
is often depicted as an indigenous rapper 
who spits his bars in his local Yoruba 
dialect, but generally he is an all-round 
lyrical monster who delivers comfortably 
in both English and Pidgin languages as 
well.
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COLLABOS:
Industreet – Olamide ft Reminisce and Baseone
Tryme (Cover) – Reminisce ft SO Jay and Baseone
Soul Survivor – Laylow ft Erigsa, Baseone and Buckwylla
Low high – Sossick ft Baseone
Hustler – Baseone ft Kida kudz 
Juru- Que Peller ft. Base One
No Be Beans- Nikki Laoye ft. Base One
Dotie’e- Yung Prince ft. Base One
Chasing Dreams Rmx- Wkboi ft Base One,Pelepele 
&Kingsboi
Wondering-  Base One ft. XBlaze

MUSIC:
Elebolo  |    The Coming  Lyrical Onyeara  |  Irumole 
Weyrey re o  |  Allabamaguap

SPECIAL EVENTS AND PUBLIC 
APPEARANCES

 A budding leader and master of his craft, one can say Base One was made for the career he chose. He enjoys drawing, 
eating, watching movies, listening to music and agrees unequivocally that his most memorable day was the day he 
got signed to Aquila Records. 

Without a major deal prior to now, Base One managed to attain a level of relevance on the Nigerian entertainment 
scene by building and nurturing a dedicated fan base through occasional song releases and a number of featured 
tracks, his major strong points being his engaging lyrics on songs and his ability to hold any crowd spellbound.
 
Base One has displayed his versatility in the work done with several successful artistes such as Olamide, Reminisce, 
Nikki Laoye, Kayswitch to mention a few.
Now signed to the AQUILA RECORDS imprint, which also has Tilla and Que Peller, Base One has released an official 
introduction to the industry and the world in general through his massive monster-hit WEREY RE O.

Looking forward to having a lot of awards and possibly his record label, the ambitious rapper definitely has big dreams 
and all it takes to achieve them.
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Abisoye Peller is famously known as 
the only artist magician- Que Peller. 

He was born into the famed Peller family 
and grew up learning magical tricks from 
his father, the incomparable Professor 
Peller …. Those tricks he has since turned 
into talent in music and artistry.

With hot singles “Juru and Ëleniyan”in 
2015, he appears to be well prepared for 
fame.
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MUSIC:
Juru

SPECIAL EVENTS 
AND PUBLIC
APPEARANCES

When asked where he sees himself in five years, he replied quite confidently, ‘ I see myself being one of the most 
relevant artistes in Africa and also continuing the empire my brother started in Aquila Records…’ 

Conceding that his personality is a major strength, young Que Peller is certainly on his way to an astoundingly 
successful career.
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Get ready Lagos, Quilox restaurant is on the 

way!  After a lot of hardwork and anticipation, the 

management of the Quilox group are proud to 

present the much awaited and first-ever Q-restaurant.

“We are thrilled to be launching a culinary project. i’ve 

always wanted to and here we are” said shina Peller, CeO 

of the Quilox group.

  situated next to Quilox which was an agreement 

between the chief executive and the Aquila team for easy 

accessibility and conversion, this new venture promises 

extraordinary service and excellent cusine.

With Head Chef ruffors at the helm of affairs, presenting 

their much expanded yet simple menu of your favorite 

continental dishes to local dishes á la Quilox, we dare say 

the island is not yet ready for the wave of culinary magic 

that is about to hit them.  the Quilox style italian Coconut/

Chicpeas soup, special Garden salad and Nicoise 

speciale are a few of the mouth-watering promises that 

Q-restaurant is prepared to keep. 

every dish made with precision and delivered with 

exemplary service, Quilox restaurant is going to be the talk 

of the town and be sure to remember you read it here first. 

the imposing and beautiful structure that houses this food 

heaven can be located on No 873. Ozumba Mbadiwe 

road,Victoria island, Lagos. it’s as hard to miss as the joy of 

even one experience.  don’t be told!

luxurY lifeStYle preSent in the taSte budS at

Q-ReStURant

Quilox365  |  68where luxury becomes a l i festyle



UniqUe & Agile

A local company with
international standards
Bell Oil & Gas is a leading indigenous oil services company,
focusing on the upstream sector of the Nigerian oil & gas
industry. By taking advantage of best practices across the
industry, we are able to provide best-in-class services. 

Having a strong presence in the oil producing regions in
Nigeria and West Africa, strengthened by turnkey
capabilities through an extensive network of strategic
technical partnerships and alliances, we are better placed to
respond quickly and efficiently to our clients’ needs.

Our Vision: To be the reference point for true local
content development in the oil & gas industry.

Head Office
12 Saka Jojo
Off Idejo Street
Victoria Island
Lagos, Nigeria   
T: +234 (0)1 270 0403-4

Port Harcourt Office
A2 Fiddil Avenue
Trans-Amadi
Port-Harcourt
Nigeria    
T: +234 (0)84 46 2873-4

Yard
Plot 214, Trans-Amadi
Industrial Layout
Port Harcourt
Rivers State
T: +234 (0)84 462873-4

UK Office
Empire House
1 Empire Way 
Wembley
Middx HA9 0EW  
T: +44 (0)20 8958 9754

Ghana Office
2nd Floor, 
Ghana Commercial Bank
Building, Tema Main
Branch, Tema, Ghana  
T: +233 (0)22 20 5475

www.belloil.com
enquiries@belloil.com
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